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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK
Last week was a lot in crypto-land. After staging a rally in
the front half of the week, cryptocurrency prices dropped
sharply on Friday as news of the new COVID-19 Omicron
variant hit and rattled financial markets globally.
Adding to the pressure Friday was the fact that major
markets were closed Thursday for U.S. Thanksgiving and
many market participants and traders stayed away
Friday, making liquidity across financial assets very thin.
However, calm seems to have prevailed over the
weekend with markets, including cryptocurrency prices,
recovering over the past 24 hours. At this time, Bitcoin is
trading above US$58,000 and Ether is trading above
US$4,400, making back most of the losses experienced.
That was a rollercoaster!

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

Ether for Banksy

ConstitutionalDAO Upset

NFT Greater Than Crypto

Auction house Sotheby's sold two paintings

Hedge fund billionaire Ken Griffin outbid an
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by famed artist Banksy for Ξ3100 (US$13M at
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time of sale) in its first Ether-denominated

purchase a copy of the U.S. constitution. In a
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Notably, given the current elevated fees on

artwork or a collectible.” This news comes
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the Ethereum blockchain, the group paid over
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recent examples include Christie's sale of a
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Trade More Alts Today
Interested in trading altcoins not offered on
Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account, purchase
BTC or ETH and then transfer it to a platform
offering the desired token.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

Buying the Dip

Not in India

Mining Migration

A week after it announced it would

Following China’s recent crackdown on

The Indian government submitted a

issue the first-ever Bitcoin-backed

crypto mining, Kazakhstan has

long-awaited crypto bill at

bonds, El Salvador increased its Bitcoin

received at least 87,849 Bitcoin mining

Parliament's Winter Session that

holdings during last week’s price

machines from Chinese companies so

would enable the Reserve Bank of

far this year.

India to create a CBDC framework.

decline. The country now holds 1,220
Bitcoin after the purchase. President
Nayib Bukele stated in a tweet on Black

The bill would also ban all private
Additionally, Canadian miner Bitfarms

crypto except for "certain exceptions

(BITF) announced it doubled its mining

to promote the underlying technology

power in the last eight months to

of crypto and its uses." Once the bill

holdings after making Bitcoin a legal

exceed 2 TH/s, or 1.08% of the Bitcoin

passes in legislation, implementation

tender in September; with profits going

network. CEO Emiliano Grodzki said,

details are likely to be announced

towards the building of several schools.

"We expect to continue to outpace

during the country's budget session,

Bitcoin network growth to drive even

which usually starts in the last week of

higher BTC production numbers.”

January.

Friday that he had bought the dip and
acquired 100 Bitcoin “with a discount.”
The country continues to add to its

Survey Says!

Bitcoin Difficulty Adjustment

According to a new survey from Ernst &

Bitcoin saw its first negative difficulty

Young, 31% of hedge fund managers,

adjustment since July 17th, -1.49%,

24% of alternative investors, and 13%

yesterday amidst the market selloff

of private equity managers said they

experienced last week.

planned to add crypto to their portfolios

We Want to Hear from You!
Have a question? Want to make a
suggestion to improve your trading
experience?
We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch
today:

in the next one to two years.
support@bitvo.com
Additionally, a Pew Research Center
study of over 10,000 Americans found
that over 86% of respondents "have
heard at least a little about crypto,"
indicating that awareness has almost
doubled since 2015.
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BITVO’S CRYPTO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS SCORE

For more technical analysis
scores and indicators, sign
in to your Bitvo account at
www.bitvo.com
Contact us to start trading!
support@bitvo.com
1-833-862-4886

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is volatile
and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that
jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information contained
on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as to
their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person,
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

